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ABSTRACT 
 

Historical civic quarters contain a substantial significant sense of place and have particular features which 
come from their history, architecture and urban vistas. During the past two or three decades, there has been a 
growing awareness of the intrinsic quality of these places. Change of attitude towards these neighborhoods can 
change them to something for better and more desirable but unique and scarce. The trend of this study is the 
effect of new urbanization decisions on historical parishes(destrices) in present paper that has performed with 
the purpose of qualitative study of the effect of newly built street in the ancient (=old) contexture of Esfenjan 
seprating between 2 Imam and Aboozar streets at first we analyse and study the position of the street in the 
restriction of the contexture of the Esfenjan, then by using the sowt technique will clear weakness and strength 
(=power) points of the design and presentation potentials and limitations of mentioned street and at the end as 
presented the improvement design’s options of reviwed restriction. 
 
Key words: Qualitative Survey, improvement and renovation, Historical Context, «Esfanjan» quarter in «  
                    Semnan», newly built street. 
 
Introduction 

 
Architectural and urban spaces are physical phenomena that reflect many cultural, social and civil 

characteristics of a community. That is why we can consider them as the physical or anatomical manifestation of 
parts of history and culture of the community (R. Krier, 1997). Thus they can be part of history and culture of 
the physical phenomena of visualization, but now changes of present age widely have caused to alter historical 
contextures and then quarter  s and center of quarters. 

Fast and unthought street-based that only was a response to a demand(=need) were coused to ruin many 
proper natural areas like the center of quaters and/or have weake presence. 

For this reason has selected the study of the newly built street of Esfenjan quarter. 
The direction of the study has placed in the historical core of semnan city and in the adjacent of very worthy 

and historical monuments.the direction of newly built street with regards to economical-structural and frame 
problemes were correct option or not is discussable issue witch will point to that.Semnan city is one of the 
ancient cities in the iran desert margine(=border). It is the capital of Semnan province and is located in the 
eastern-north limit. Esfenjan is also located in the old historical part of the city, neat to the old bazaar and Yahya 
shrine. 

Newly-built street has extended in historical center of semnan which seprates two Imam and Aboozar 
streets. (Fig. 1) 
 
Methodology: 

 
The beginning of the discussed street starts from northern frontline in the length of the semnan ancient 

bazar , jame masque and development design of imamzade Yahya / shrine and a new passage and in continue it 
countinues by passing from hemmat Abad Tekyen and ruined places with undesirable form and at last reaches to 
Aboozar street. (Fig. 2)  

Qualitative evaluation of new streets and the physical and structural economic problems, The issue in 
Following  Will be paid in technique sowt     
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Access network to inside of contexture: 
 
foundation of the frame construct of city has been formed from arranging one line and one point with a 

specific direction that other city areas has established appropriately with spatial arenas and on the basis of 
particular public hierarchy around it . in ancient contexture these passes were bent and narrow and had not 
equall width.  

 

 
Fig. 1:  Location city, Esfanjan quarter, new street 

 
Fig. 2: Undesirable features new street 

Totally, we could say in past city spaces,(=areas) frequently were areas that was coinciding with urban 
communication because urban communication net was especial for pedestrian, and moving stopping, pausing 
and gathering people on it and characteristic and type of area and on the other hand, it was adapted with the 
features of kinds of social and public activities that were performed very well activies on that time with regards 
to the conditions and citcumestances. :( Map No:1) 

Nowadays, subject of creation of proper access in historical contextures have taken into account by 
specialists. adherents of this idea are in opposite of modernists which have places the basis of their designes on 
the automobile and roadway movement flow. 

Todays, about facing (=meeting) the issues that are related to the urban contexture , we could mention two 
great viewpoints in the field of passage-based, re-establishment of contextures and urban displacement. (M. 
Habibi, 1997). 

1.Attempting to minimize and/or in some cases complete omission of using the private automobiles in the 
historical and centeral cores of cities and in return forecasting the methods for replacing the traveller and bar in 
these contextures . In this direction we can adopt the policies that exercise the limitation and people must not 
expect to take their automobile to the heart of historical contexture of cities in principle , many europian local 
authorities have adopted this selection.one of these cases is to make use of woonerf law. 

2- This theory is the same that have been considered to new urbanism and traditional urbanism and much 
more have been fashioned in America.arranging a new spatial decoration for dwelling contextures so that in 
connection with other applications, the need to motor transportation will reduce. (Table1) 
 
Table 1: Viewpoint of this theory 

Neotraditional urbanism Present cities  
Suitable concordance, organic regular move fluid less 
width streets , security of pedestrains, human scale 

Hierarchy of streets gathing or arterical 
weak concordance 

Passages net 

Notice to history and customes to return the local people, 
urban identity, nobility of constructions rememberance 
constructions 

Lack of identity, unconcordance and lack 
of value unlaw presence of huge(large) 
buildings 

architecture 

Emphasize on fancing the passages and maintaining the 
proportion between the width of passage and length of 
building possibility of movement of walkers and 
bicyclists, allocating the stations in the distruces 
(=parishes) which are far from public vision , and out of 
contexture 

According to the automobile 
characteristics , vast areas for parking , 
unpossibility of using the parking by 
walkers and bicyclists  

design 

Lowness of expenses related to creation(=making) and 
maintaining infrastructure , because of design jamming 

Excessive expenses of making and 
protection of urban infrastructure  

Economical concernes  
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Analysis of newly-built street on basis of above(=mentioned) designs: 
 
Todays , in order to restore these contextures consider to its mankind aspects and Facility access of walk 

and preserving context frame as far as possible.A dominant observation from comprehensive desing for old 
contextures has presented under the title of fluiditing in the ancient contextures on this basis,. And further 
consideration is subject to availability. 
 
Evaluation and analysis of street In technique SWOT  (Fred R. David, 1999):  

 
In order to analyze and provide solutions and models of street improvement and renewal of tissue, a list of 

the most important quality features (Operational quality, aesthetic quality, Bio environmental quality)In four 
factors (SWOT) for the weaknesses, strengths and improvement opportunities and threats, Is expressed. Tables 
(2-4) 
 
Table 2: Operational quality In the region 

weaknesses Strengths  
 
Operational quality 
 In the region 

1-newly built way that has been caused 
to the deffusion of the contexture . 
2-disturbtion of walker and driver 
move 
3-presence of vacant spaces and 
unpurpose openings. 
4-preference with the driver 
5-unsuitable flooring of the passage 
6-existance of the ruined and 
abandoned areas at the length of the 
newly built way 
7-incorrect waste water disposal 
8-existance of steep slope in some of 
parts of new-built way 

1-mixture of applications 
 
2-design of development of the Imam zadeh 
that has been caused to formation of the most 
activity 
3-placing one of bazar extrances in this way. 

WO strategy 
 

SO strategy 
 

O(opportunities ) 
 

1-the new street   change to an urban 
space and far back  so that way exit  
from a crosscut and passing out street 
2-creation of breathing space in 
historical pressed contexture 
3-organizing the passages 
4-forming the new developing 

1-economical prosperity in market by the 
operational development and sale variety 
2-organizing the human activities through 
establishment of pilgrim house. 
3-Reinforcing and reviving the existent 
applications in contexture for moving 
towards the creation of sustainable city 
4-reinforcement of frame quality of historical 
worthy places that are located in this axe for 
attracting the tourist 

1-availability to the contexture via newly-
built way 
2-possibility of forming sustainable city 
3-possibility of the creation of an urban 
area in newly built-way 
4-attraction of tourist 
5-possibility of the economical promotion 
6-being appropriate the value of the ground 
and be consuming the development 
 

WT strategy 
 

ST strategy 
 

threats 
 

 
Table 3: Bio environment quality In the region 

weaknesses          Strengths   
 
 
Bio environment quality in the region 

1-absence of the use of regional design 
in the new built parts. 
2- incorrect waste water disposal 
3- existence of eroded building at the 
length of street way 
4- existence of bried and ruined garden 
5-high capacity of traffic 
6- accumulation of litter in the ruined 
places 
7- undesired from in the 
limits(restrictions) 
8- existence of construction waste 
moud in the street 

1-use of central yard and draft hood in 
design of buildings according to the region. 
2- presence of natural made factors in design 
of building for purity of space 
3- presence of 2 green garden 
4- locating the buildings in the regional 
direction 
5- use of non-restoration energies in design 
the buildings 
6- use of materials according to the region 

WO strategies 
 

SO strategies O opportunities 

1- organization of garbage collecting 
system and elevation of health and bio 
environmental quality 
2- making suitable infra structure for 
the correct wastewater disposal 
3-organization of urban phase in the 
body of street 
4- make use of dired gardens and ruined 
places for creation the needed 
performances, with regards to the 

1- making an urban space proportionate to 
the environmental and regional charactristics 
in front of Imam zadeh and Aazam mosque. 
2- qualitative and quantitative promotion of 
urban spaces by frame reconstruction and 
upgrading.  
3- keeping and reinforcing the traditional 
and local (native) architectural model by 
using newest regional design indesign and 
upgrading the old building exist in the street 

1- possibility of creation regional 
architecture. 
2-possbility of optimize use of energy. 
3- increasing the value of ground and 
dwelling units in case making one public 
urban space in adjacent them 
4- optimize duse and design from open and 
vacant places proportion to the needed 
applications and region 
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regional design and desirable urban 
phase . 
WT strategies 
 

ST strategies 
 

threats  
 

1- establishment of several stories 
parking for preventing the vision 
pollution at the end of newly built 
avenue towards Aboozar 
2- to make peace in the parish by using 
woonrf law or 30 speeds 
3- complete demolition of the spaces 
(=area) that have been ruined 
unfinished in the body of street 
Full 
4-demolition of abandoned and 
unfinished areas that are around the 
Tekyeh 
5- Establishment  Restriction in  traffic. 
6 - establishment of financial facilities 
and free aids by government 

1- preservation keeping green gardens 
available in the parish one in the jame 
mosque and the other is the Aazam mosque 
2- organizing and renovation of old 
buildings that have located in adjacent to the 
street 
3-encouragement of inhabitants to return to 
the parish via frame reconstruction and 
improvement. 

1-replacement of semiruined and 
abandoned bodies of the street to the 
garbage con. 
2-creation visual pollution by old 
abandoned and ruined buildings which 
have placed in the body of street 
3-migration of native(=local) 
residents(=dweller) from the contexture 
and settlement of non native persons 
(Afgani) in the buildings that have places 
in this body for several reasons such as bio 
environmental 
4- increasing the visual and sonic pollution 
because of excessive traffic in local 
restriction 

 
weaknesses          Strengths   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aesthetic quality 
 In the region) 

 

1-unproper quality of the most of the 
building and their oldness. 
 
2- presence of demolished areas and 
abandoned semi-runied spaces besid the 
main passage 
 
3-lack of suitable visions to main historical 
elements in the newly-built way 
4- lack of desirable phase in the body of 
established way 
5- existence of dried garden 
6-newly established way that has caused to 
the diffusion of contexture. 
 

1-existance of main historical elements (jame 
mosque , takyeh hemmat abad, imam zadeh yahya 
on of the entrance of bazar) 
2-notice to human scale 
3-benefiting from materials and harmonious with 
region. 
 
4- Existence of suitable visions to Amam Zadeh 
yahya from side passage of Aazam mosque and … 
5-Imam zadeh yahya arch of mosque and takaya 
that all are the sign of local . 
6-presence of two green gardens(one the garden of 
mosque and the other the garden belongs to Aazam 
mosque 

WO strategies 
 

SO strategies O opportunities 

1-organing the passage with preference of 
walker move through the establishment of 
urban flooring in accordance to the 
contexture 
2-increasing the visual qualities of the body 
of new street through the organization of the 
phase of bodies. 
3-qualitative improvement of buildings and 
public areas by frame reconstruction and 
rebuilding 

1-creation of visual attractions in ways and passages 
for absorption the tourist 
2-to keep and maintain green gardens 
3-establishment of development proptionate to the 
contextures. 
4-formation of one urban space proportionate to the 
enjoyment of charactristics 
5-use of traditional material and in accordance to 
main elements of the texture in rebuilding the body 
of new street and in other parts. 

1-possibility of making the areas that is caused to 
the life proportion at the spiritual and psyche 
need of human because of enjoyment of 
areas(=spaces) from human scale. 
2-absorption of foreign tourist and pilgrim. 
3-possibility of returning native resident to the 
contexture . 
4-possibility of more perviousness into the 
contexture via new way. 

WT strategies 
 

ST strategies 
 

threats 
 

1-Complete demolition of ruined spaces 
because of existence of unsuitable phase 
2-establishment of financial facilities and 
free aids by government for repairing and 
developing the qualitative control of 
buildings. 
3-changing the vacant ruined spaces to a 
urban space 
4- use the woonrf law for less using the 
automobile in new street allocating this street 
to walkers . 

1-establishment of several stories parkings in vacant 
areas of new avenue (aboozar conjunction) in order 
to increase the use of walker from spaces. 
2-Control the hight of new buildings in the body of 
street , because of the existence of main historical 
elements 
3-to design the new street by applying from human 
scale. 

1-new street has been causes to reduce the 
quality . 
2-reducing the clearness of contexture because of 
the existence of ruined and abandoned 
spaces(areas) 
 
3-less use the residants from the spaces of 
contexture because of so much traffic . 

 
Summary: 

 
 Finally, According to the study of expression of the weaknesses, strengths, opportunities, Threat s of The 

desired qualities, To offer three options in the form of negative points, each of the options will positively. Table 
(5) 

1- To design the newly-built street on the basis of 30 speed law flooring and body-building of the street 
and establishment of parking. 

2- Creation an urban area in western body of Imam Zadeh yahya and establishment of toward Aboozar 
and Imam avenues. 

3- Creation an urban area in case of gathering of gardents of eastern body of Aazam mosque and making 
peace the new way in case of the extension of bazar toward Aboozar avenue and establishment of parking in 
north of Aazam mosque. 
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Table 4: presenting strategy and suggestions) 
Option Negative points Positive points 
1 
 
 
 
 
 

 
-from the viewpoint of the urban design is unfavorable  
-not requesting to the needs of the contexture with regards 
to being historical and dwelling 
 

 
-easiness in performance 
-being economical 
-ease access 
-applicability in short time 
-possibility of attraction the people participation 
-lack of need to re demolition 

 
2 

 
-opposite idea of responsible 
-separation of road way between Aboozar and Imam . 
 
 
 

 
-establishment of parking  
-possitive view of local responsibles. 
-emits the newly-built street from the shortcut position 
-creating an urban area in local region  
-preference with the walker move in contexture with regards 
to the historical feature of the contexture 
-Establishment of parking in each of 
-lack of need to demolition 
-having economical justification 
 

 
 
3 

 
-opposite idea of responsibles 

-Being too time-consuming 
- The need to destroy 
The high cost of the project 

 

-In terms of urban design is well suited 
- Responding to the needs of cavalry and infantry based 
methods days 
-Create a breathing space for the compressed texture. 
- Construction of parking. 
-Favorable public opinion 
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